
Simple clean aesthetically pleasing design lines, the 6mm acrylic is
available in two finishes - frosted light blue and frosted light aqua 

Smarty screens have been designed to complement the demanding
environment of today’s modern offices, having simple clean lines whilst
giving a tough and hard wearing surface.  

Smarty Acrylic

A range of screens that won’t stretch your pocket.

Smart product, Smart price.

Smarty Desktop Screens.

3 Shapes One Price

Choice any of the 3 shapes from either  the Fabric or Acrylic screen ranges and
all 3 shapes are the same low, low price.

A refreshing difference to fabric covered desk screens, Smarty Acrylic Screens come in two acrylic
frosted finishes summer blue and fresh aqua both frosted acrylic shades have been chosen because of
their ability to blend in with today's clean crisp office colours.

Modern office interiors and working environments require a fresh and different approach in design,
using both space and light in today's offices requires the use of different material, acrylic is one such
material, strong and durable in structure but light and bright in conceptual terms.  Smarty Acrylic
desktop screens, answering many questions in today's office environments.

5 Year Guarantee 



5 Year Guarantee

Smarty Fabric BackDrop
Screens

Clean - Simple - Smart.

BackDrop screens extend 20cm below the
desk top and are indented 10cm either side
of the desk top creating a uniquely stylish
desktop partition  that is ideally suited for
single desk installations where style and
function are both required.

Different  in  both  approach  and  style
BackDrop screens turn a functional product
into a unique installation.  Different fabric
colours either side of the screen from within
the  same  fabric  range  is available at no
additional cost.  

Smarty screens are covered by a 5 year 
guarantee.

Smarty BackDrop

Smarty Fabric Desktop Screens designed to give a crisp modern
approach to furnishing the office, all ranges of Smarty screens
have been designed to give a feeling of space and light, simple
clean aesthetically pleasing design lines, available in an infinite
variety of fabric finishes plus the matching acrylic finished
Smarty desktop screens, transforming offices into light bright
efficient units has never been easier.

Smarty Desktop Screens, designed to complement the
demanding environment of today's modern offices.  Simple -
Clean - Stylish plus surprisingly economically priced.

These Fabric Desktop's have been designed from the outset to
make full use of the raw material panel sizes so that there is little
to no waste "very eco friendly", machine cut on ECO's new
Anderson Linear Motion CNC Router for precise machining, too
+ or - 0.2mm.  CNC routing gives clean crisp precise cuts time
after time after time.  There is one other benefit from using a
CNC router and that is Radius, Shaped & Rectangular styles are
all the same price. 

Smarty Fabric
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